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Abstract

The well known theorem of E. H. Brown on the representation of Homotopy Functors is
extended to a larger domain category. This is accomplished by requiring the functor to satisfy a
further condition, that of being locally trivial: the condition is both necessary and sufficient for the
extension and is satisfied by functors arising from locally trivial fibre bundles such as K-theory.

1. Introduction

1.1. NOTATION. Xtp ^ denotes the category of spaces with distinguished
(base) point and homotopy classes of continuous point-preserving maps. W&+
denotes the subcategory having objects those spaces possessing the homotopy
type of a C. W. complex, and y* the category of pointed sets and point
preserving maps.

Let 38? :5bp * -

denote the obvious projection functor and [/] the homotopy class of the map /.
1.2 PREAMBLE. Suppose Y: ffltp*.^* Sf^ is a (contravariant) homotopy

functor in the sense of Brown (1965). Then by Brown's theorem there is a
complex K in $?<£* such that

is naturally equivalent to [ - ,K]

and we say Y is representable, represented by K on
In this paper I show that with an extra condition on the functor T, namely

that it be locally trivial in a sense to be defined, Y is represented by K on a
larger category that contains, inter alia, the one-point compactifications of
complexes. The condition of local triviality is a natural one abstracted from
locally trivial fibre-bundle functors such as Grothendieck-Atiyah-Hirzebruch
K.
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1.3. REMARK. Recall some facts and definitions of category theory, Freyd
(1964).

A contravariant functor is called cocontinuous if it takes colimits to limits.
Any colimit can be expressed in terms of coproducts and coequalisers, or
equivalently in terms of coproducts and pushouts, hence a contravariant
functor is cocontinuous iff it takes coproducts to products and pushouts to
pullbacks.

The contravariant homfunctor is always cocontinuous and the Adjoint
Functor theorem Freyd (1964) implies a partial converse: with suitable extra
conditions on the domain category, a cocontinuous functor taking values in Sf^
is naturally equivalent to a homfunctor. This is close to Brown's theorem
Brown (1965). However neither d€tp% nor in general have colimits
(Eckmann and Hilton (1963/64)). The condition of being a homotopy functor
makes sense on Siffp* and amounts to the following: that the functor takes
coproducts to products and (in place of taking pushouts to pullbacks) that it
takes the reduced mapping torus (Dold (1966)) to a "weak pullback". Since this
sufficies to obtain representability on SPG*, it follows that it implies cocon-
tinuity, i.e. that the functor takes what colimits it finds in #?*#„. to limits in S^.

The homotopy functors referred to in this paper will be supposed then to
satisfy the extra condition of taking pushouts to pullbacks (hence coequalisers
to equalisers) when the former occur. This condition is superfluous on
and clearly necessary on any category.

2. Locally Trivial Functors

2.1. REMARK. Bundle functors, such as Grothendieck-Atiyah-Hirzebruch
K-theory, assign to a suitable space some equivalence class of the set of
bundles of given fibre over that space. This set may inherit some extra structure
from the fibre, but there is always a distinguished bundle, viz. the product or
trivial bundle. One is concerned usually with locally trivial fibre bundles, that is
to say, one admits a bundle provided it is accompanied by a cover of the (base)
space by open sets such that the restriction of the bundle to each open set is a
trivial bundle.

We abstract this idea in the following definition:

2.2. DEFINITION. Let F: Siffp „, —» Sf „, be a homotopy functor. We say that
Y°9eis locally trivial on X G 3~op ̂  iff Vx e F ° S€(X), there is a cover of X by
open sets {£/,: / £ / } , with inclusions {it: Ut-*X}s such that V/ £ J,(F°3if)x
ij(x)) = * where * is the distinguished element in F°

If F° 3€ is locally trivial on X for each X in a subcategory M of STop^, we
say that Y°9(, or by abuse of language F, is locally trivial on M (or %€M).
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2.3. REMARK. It is easy to see that this abuse of language is innocuous. If X
and Y have the same homotopy type and F° 5if is locally trivial on X, then it is
locally trivial on Y also. In fact, it suffices that X dominate Y.

2.4. REMARK. If K is a locally contractible space in the sense of admitting
an open cover with null-homotopic inclusions, then the homfunctor

[ - , # ] * : ^Ctp^-^Sf^ is locally trivial,

where the distinguished element of [X, K]% is the homotopy class of the
constant map from X to * £ K.

In particular if K has the homotopy type of a C. W. complex it is locally
contractible in this sense (Spanier (1966)) and hence [ - , K]^ is locally trivial. It
follows that if we want T to be represented by a complex, then we need T
locally trivial.

3. Paracomplexes

3.1. REMARK. In this section I define a category of spaces, the paracom-
plexes, and give some examples. Broadly speaking, a paracomplex is 'almost' a
complex except that it may have local pathologies of a non contractible sort; in
4 I show that locally trivial functors ignore such pathologies, and hence obtain
the extension.

I shall suppose certain well known properties of partitions of unity and
nerves of open covers: these may be found in Spanier (1966). In particular the
following notation is convenient:

If {//: X->[0,1],/ G J} is a partition of unity on X, and if V/ G/, U, =
f~i' (0,1] is the associated cover, then Nj will denote the nerve of this cover and
TTJ : X—*Nj is the canonical map sending each x G X to its various barycentric
co-ordinates, the //(*).

A set of partitions of unity on a space X is cofinal if for every partition of
unity on X, there is an element of the set which refines it.

3.2. DEFINITION. A topological space X is paracomplex iff
1. it is paracompact and path connected and
2. it admits a cofinal set of partitions of unity such that for each element

Ui }J of this set, the diagram

LI 17, —»• X —» N,
j

is a cokernel in 9€tp, where V/G/, U, =/7'(0,1], and 2 | Ut is the inclusion.
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3.3. REMARK. It is easy to see that
(X)

t U^X-^N,

a cokernel in Wtp implies that

is a cokernel in Wtp„,, where * 6 X is any point,

and Vj G /, t/y = U, U [0,1] where 0 is identified to any point of Ut and 1 is *,
the distinguished point.

Moreover if U) has 0 identified to the point p G Ut then (U'h *) and (Uhp)
have the same homotopy type in Sttp*, where * and p are the respective
distinguished points.

In short, by such contrivances as pinning 'tails' on to our covering sets we
can avoid being obsessive about base points.

3.4. REMARK. It is easy to see that any connected simplicial complex is a
paracomplex with {Uj}, the star open cover or refinements of it and TC, a
homeomorphism. Further, if X is locally contractible in the sense that it admits
an open cover with null homotopic inclusions (and is also path connected and
paracompact), then it is a paracomplex iff it has the homotopy type of a
complex. For we may choose a null homotopic cover and a subordinate
partition of unity; then the identity map 1: X—*X is the cokernel of [2],
whence X and Nj are of the same homotopy type.

It is easy to verify that the "Hawaian Ear-ring", the space obtained by
factoring out a Cauchy sequence in S' is a paracomplex that is not a complex.
This generalises:

3.5. PROPOSITION. Let X be a path connected paracompact space and
A CX a discrete subspace such that for a cofinal set of neighbourhoods
{VA: A G A} of A, X - Vx is a simplicial complex.

Then X is a paracomplex.

PROOF. It simplifies the argument to suppose A a single point: let VA and
V̂  be neighbourhoods of A with V^ C Vx and X - V^ a simplicial complex, K.

We construct a partition of unity on X as follows:
Let fA be a continuous map from Vx to [0,1] that is 1 on V* and 0 on d VA.

Since X is paracompact, hence normal, this can always be done.
For x G X - V», (i.e. x G K) put f,(x) = (1 - fA(x))gt(x), where the g, are

the barycentric co-ordinates of x G K. It is clear that this set of f, together with
fA gives a partition of unity on X.
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Moreover, the nerve of the associated covering is a complex K comprising
K together with an extra vertex A and the corresponding simplices. The
diagram:

has {Uj}j the star open cover of K together with the open set on A containing
VM and contained in VA,/A'(0, 1). Call it VA still.

This diagram is a cokernel (as is the diagram arising from refinements of
the Uj). For certainly

V/e/, [IT, | £/,] = * ,

since TT, \ U, has image in the star of the corresponding vertex which is
contractible. And if

•n'-.X-^M has [ir'WZ] = *,

(i.e. IT' I Uj null homotopic, V; with TT' \ Vk null homotopic) then since IT \X -
VK is the identity we may define

a: K^-M

by a = IT' K-(star A), and on star A we may define a to be the homotopy
which contracts ir'\ VK to the constant map.

(More formally if x G star A has barycentric co-ordinates fi(x), • • • ,/„(*)
and there is a homotopy

H:VxxI^M with H\V,xO = ir'

and H \ V, x 1 = *, the

the constant map to some point of M, put

a(*) = a(/,U),/2(x), • • • ,/„(*),/_,(*))

= H((gl(x),g2(x),- -,gn(x)),fAx))

for x e Xx - V», and a(x) = * Vx E VM.
Because

/ A = 0 on 3VA ]
| , « is continuous.

A = 1 on VM J

Clearly [a ° 777] = [TT'J and a is unique up to homotopy. The result follows.

3.6. COROLLARY. The one point compactification of a simplicial complex is
a paracomplex.
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4. The Representation Theorem Extended

4.1. PROPOSITION A locally trivial Homotopy functor F: 3iffp + —>S% which
is represented by a complex K on f̂̂ * is also represented by the same complex
on the subcategory ofVCtp^ containing those spaces having the homotopy type
of a paracomplex.

PROOF. Take an x G FX, for X a paracomplex, and a partition of unity
{/y: j G /} on X such that

, T ro lw']

is a cokernel in 9€tp, and F2(JC) = *.

By the remark 3.3. we obtain the corresponding diagram in
To show F is representable on X, if K is the classifying space for F |

it suffices to show that there is a unique map a: X—» K such that Ta(k) = x,
where k G TK corresponds to the identity under the natural equivalence
between [K, K]* and TK.

For this will establish that the map

k: [X,/£]„,-»• FX

g '

is bijective. Since k is manifestly a natural transformation the result will
follow.

Now by Brown's theorem K is a complex, and by cocontinuity of F the
diagram

VNj —+ F X - ^ l F LJ/7'(0,1]
j

is a kernel in if'„,. In particular it is exact and so there is an n G FN, such that

Now there is certainly a unique map in Siffp* f:Nj—*K such that
F/(/0 = n, since F is represented by K on ffi^* and Nj is a complex.
Composing with [v-j] gives the required map from X to K.

It remains to show f°[irj] is unique.
Suppose that g,h:X^K are two maps such that

We may choose a partition of unity {V,: / £ L} on X such that

V/ G L, g\V, and h | V, are null homotopic.

Then [g] and [h] both factor through NL by [g] and [h~]:NL

respectively.
K
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But

U V, - ^ X ^-* NL
L

is a cokernel, so r[nL] is mono and T[g](k) = r[h](k) = n' G TNL such that

But there is precisely one map, say /3, from NL to K with the property that

Hence [g] = [h], [g] = [h], and the result follows.

4.2. COROLLARY. Locally trivial, cocontinuous homotopy functors from
to if % are representable on the one point compactifications of simplicial

complexes.
I am grateful to Professor C. T. C. Wall for drawing this and related

problems to my attention.
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